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Executive Summary
Motor applications account for about 45% of

Therefore, when it comes to assessing and

the

and

optimizing the energy efficiency of motor

represent one of the greatest opportunities for

applications, an application-level approach is

energy savings.

necessary.

The cost of the energy used by a motor

The

represents about 95% of the Total Cost of

developed in the IEC 61800-9 series of

Ownership, the cost of purchase being only

standards is a methodology for assessing the

about 5%.

energy efficiency of an Extended Product (i.e.

global

electricity

consumption

Because it has been developed by the IEC, the

However, using energy-efficient components

scope of the EPA is the motor system, i.e. the

does not guarantee the overall efficiency of the

motor and everything necessary to operate it

application. The latter depends essentially on
components

(EPA)

actual operating points.

both CO2 emissions and operational costs.

(which

Approach

context of an application, considering the

motor applications is important to minimize

architecture

Product

motor system and driven equipment) in the

Therefore, optimizing the energy consumed by

the

Extended

(motor

are

starter

or

variable-speed

drive,

auxiliaries…).

implemented) and on the operating point(s) of
each component.

However, the main principle of the EPA is to
provide means of determining the power

For example, using properly sized components

losses (or efficiency) of a component at any

can result in less wasted energy than using

operating

oversized, higher efficiency products operating

point,

via

measurements

at

reference operating points and/or analytical

at a reduced load point. Likewise, motor

methods.

applications using variable speed when it is not
necessary, or applications not using variable

This approach is very generic and can be

speed when it would bring benefits, are

generalized to the other components of the

generally not optimally efficient.

motor application (transmission, mechanical
load, process).
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This document aims at providing a high-level
view of the Extended Product Approach to
stakeholders not familiar with the IEC 61800-9
series of standards. It also describes how the
EPA could potentially be generalized to the
other parts of motor applications (power
supply, mechanical components), in order to
provide a consistent framework for assessing
their energy efficiency.
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List of Abbreviations
Technical and scientific terms

CDM

complete drive module

EEI

energy efficiency index

EN

European norm

EPA

extended product approach

IE

international efficiency

IES

international efficiency of systems

MEPS

minimum energy performance standard

PDS

power drive system

SAM

semi-analytical model

VSD

variable speed drive
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Glossary
Complete drive module

duty profile (load-time profile)

CDM

fraction of time spent at each operating point
(including stand-by) during the total operating

equipment for controlling the speed of a

time or a complete cycle of operation of the

motor (a.k.a. adjustable-speed drive, variable-

extended product

speed drive)

motor control system

driven equipment

CDM or motor starter

equipment mechanically connected to the
shaft of a motor

motor Starter
extended product

contactor, star-delta starter or soft starter

driven equipment together with its connected
motor system

motor system
Combination of a PDS or a motor starter and a

extended product approach

motor

EPA
methodology

to

determine

the

Energy

semi-analytical model

Efficiency Index (EEI) of the Extended Product

SAM

(EP), using the speed torque profiles of the

determination model for the losses of a motor

driven equipment, the relative power losses of

system or a driven equipment

the motor system, and the duty profile of the
application
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power drive system
PDS
system consisting of a CDM and a motor

variable-speed drive
VSD
Equivalent term for a CDM, equipment for
controlling the speed of a motor (a.k.a.
adjustable-speed

drive,

complete

drive

module)
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Introduction
Electric motors as a source of energy savings

The energy efficiency of motor applications is
still under-addressed

Electric motors are used to convert electrical
power into motion. Coupled (directly or via a

Historically, little attention has been paid to the

transmission) to a mechanical machine such as

efficiency of motor-based applications.

a pump or a conveyor, electric motors allow

Although the cost of the energy used by a

performing essential tasks: pump water or oil

motor accounts for about 95% of the Total

into a tank, move goods in a manufacturing

Cost of Ownership, the primary selection

plant, compress air for refrigeration, move air

criteria is still by far the initial purchase price,

for extracting smoke, etc.

not the cost of the energy it will use. There are

According to [1], applications driven by electric

two main reasons for that counter-productive

motors account for nearly 70% of the electrical

behavior:

energy consumed in the industrial sector, and

•

for a significant fraction in other sectors: 20%

Lack of awareness of the cost of
running a motor (95%) versus the cost

in the commercial sector and 13% in the

of purchase (5%).

residential sector.

•

Companies

having

different

Motors have become essential to the all

departments in charge of investment

business sectors and are the largest electrical

(interested in a low purchase price) and

energy users, utilizing more than twice as much

operational costs (interest in energy

as lighting. Motor applications account for

efficiency)

about

45%

of

the

global

electricity

Consequently, the installed base includes a lot

consumption.

of applications in which the motor and/or the

The overall consumption of electric motors is

machine connected to it are poorly sized

more than 7 000 TWh/year today. If no

and/or fitted to the actual requirements of the

effective

application,

energy-efficiency

implemented,

the

measures

consumption

are
and

forming

a

poorly

efficient

application overall.

associated CO2 emissions could increase by

It is only recently (between 2002 and 2017) that

almost 90% by 2030.

most Countries have progressively set up

Given their paramount role in the industrial

Minimum

sectors, electric motors represent one of the

(MEPS) for electric motors.

greatest opportunities for energy savings.
9

Energy

Performance

Standards

Most geographical zones have a MEPS on

Energy efficiency of motor systems

motor efficiency today. The old, inefficient

The energy efficiency of motor applications is

motors still in place will progressively be

essentially influenced by the sizing of the

replaced by more efficient motors.

equipment and by the choice of the motor

While this substitution will certainly bring

control system (motor starter or variable speed

savings, motor MEPS have a big limitation.

drive).

They focus on the energy efficiency of the

As a general statement, major oversizing is to

motor only, and often at or near full load

be avoided because it causes all pieces of

operation.

equipment to operate at an operating point

However, the overall efficiency of a motor-

where they are not optimally efficient. Yet,

based application in the real world depends

oversizing by a significant “margin factor” is

very strongly on several other factors, such as:

still common practice in the industry.

•

The operating point of the motor,

For example, the efficiency of an electric motor

expressed in terms of speed and

is significantly degraded below 30% of load.

torque (or power for fixed-speed

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the efficiency

applications)

of a motor operated at fixed speed, as a

For

example,

fixed-speed

function of the loading (percentage of rated

motors

torque).

running at less than 30% of their rated
power typically have very degraded
efficiency (ex. 70% against 95% near
full load)
•

The

operating

point

of

the

transmission between the motor and
the mechanical equipment, if any.
•

The operating point of the mechanical
equipment connected to the motor,
e.g. a pump

•

Figure 1 - Fixed-speed motor efficiency variation with
loading

The design speed of the system. Newer

For a fixed-speed motor, the load range for

motors have less slip and run faster

close-to-optimal efficiency is broad: from 30%

than older, lower efficiency motors,
potentially

increasing

to 120% of rated torque (overloading is

energy

possible for a limited period). However, below

consumption without benefit for the

30% of loading, the efficiency rapidly drops by

application.

several tens of percent. Even if using a highefficiency

(e.g.

IE3)

motor

is

beneficial

regardless of the loading, not operating in the
10

40% – 120% range causes the motor to have
poor efficiency.
The average loading of all electric motors in the
world is generally considered to be about 40%
of rated power. This means that many motors
are loaded at less than 30% of rated output,
and therefore operate at significantly reduced
efficiencies.

Figure 2 - Comparison of efficiency vs. torque for fixedspeed and variable-speed motor systems at rated speed

The detrimental effect of not operating a

Because of the additional power losses in the

motor at an efficient operating point is much

drive, the overall efficiency of the motor system

worse than the effect of using a non-efficient

is slightly lower. The near-nominal efficiency

motor in the nominal efficiency range, hence

range is also reduced a bit, starting at about

the recommendation to avoid oversizing.

40% instead of 30%.

It must be noted, however, that it is not always

It is therefore important, from the point of view

possible to size the motor or the mechanical

of energy efficiency, to carefully consider the

machine exactly, because these pieces of

use variable speed drives. The following

equipment come only in a limited number of

general rules are useful to make an optimized

rated output values. It such cases, a VSD can

decision:

generally help adjusting the operating point of

•

a slightly oversized/undersized machine to the

Applications which require full speed

demand of the application, thereby improving

for almost all their operating time

the overall energy efficiency.

should use fixed speed motors
•

Variable speed is interesting in a lot of

Applications

which

allow

speed

reduction during an essential part of

applications because it allows controlling the

their operating time should use a

torque and speed independently. In addition, a

variable speed drive

variable speed drive provides a much higher

•

starting torque, which is important as a low

Applications with an essential part of
their operating time at both full speed

starting torque is another reason for oversizing

and reduced speed can minimize the

as described above. On the other hand, the

losses of the variable speed drive by

variable speed drive produces additional

bypassing it with contactor when

power losses. Figure 2 shows the variation of

operating at full speed

efficiency of a motor system with respect to
loading (percentage of rated torque) for a fixed

When it comes to saving energy, the decision

speed (motor starter + motor) and a variable-

to implement variable speed should be based

speed (drive + motor) motor system at full

on an application-level analysis of whether the

speed operation.

drive would improve the overall efficiency. Yet,
11

in a lot of cases, the implementation or non-

An application-level approach is necessary

implementation of variable speed drives is
based

on

design

habits,

A motor-based application can be seen as a

overestimated

system composed of components: motor,

investment cost or preconceptions.

motor

The adoption rate of variable speed in motor-

control,

auxiliaries,

transmission,

mechanical load, process...

based applications is about 20% today, 30% or

When it comes to dealing with the energy

more in some countries [1]. It is estimated that

efficiency aspect of such compound systems,

about 40% to 50% of all applications would

two approaches can be considered:

benefit from variable speed from the point of

•

view of energy efficiency.

The component approach consists in
requiring each component to have a

It is therefore true to say that more motor-

minimum energy efficiency. The MEPS

based applications should implement variable

are typically within this approach.

speed. However, if variable speed drives were

•

generally required by regulation, this would

The system approach consists in
considering the whole application and

result in an increase of energy consumption in

making the overall system operate at a

a number of applications (see Figure 3).

level considered to be efficient.
The optimization of the process has a much
greater influence on the overall

energy

efficiency than the rated efficiency value of the
individual components.
An efficient motor application is an application
in which the purpose of the process is achieved
with a minimum of energy consumption.
The
Figure 3 – Contribution of variable speed drives to
energy savings

actual

efficiency

of

a

motor-based

application depends on how well the different
pieces of equipment (motor, transmission,
mechanical

The adoption rate of VSDs can be increased if

machine…)

match

the

requirements of the application.

an additional bypass switch is used for the
the

Failure to match the characteristics of the

decision of using variable speed should be

components to the requirements of the

based on a case-by-case, application-level

application can ruin the benefit of using

analysis of the overall benefit in terms of

efficient individual components, and lead to a

energy savings.

very poorly efficient application overall.

variable

speed

drive.

Nevertheless,
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Examples of arrangements that typically result

and address the energy efficiency of

in poor energy efficiency overall even if high-

whole applications together.

efficiency motors are used include:
•

•

interesting basis for

Using a throttling valve to permanently

stakeholders

regulate the flow of a fluid,
•

energy

Keeping components in standby mode

own

determination

accommodate peak requirements that

is that they implement arrangements of

occur only very rarely.

products that are not all covered by the
International

mechanical transmissions, pumps, conveyors,
compressors, throttling valves, etc.

The EPA specifies
to

However,

overall

efficiency

of

the

application depends on the operating points at

their

which it is operated most frequently, taking

associated motor control equipment at

into account all electrical and non-electrical

any operating point,

components.

How

to

of

the

the

energy

efficiency

determine

Commission

drives, motor starters, … but does not cover

61800-9 series of standards [2][3].

How

Electrotechnical

(IEC). The IEC covers motors, variable speed

Product Approach (EPA) specified in the IEC

motors

determine

and

the

energy

Therefore, determining the energy efficiency

efficiency of the motor system within a

for

given application, considering how

requires

The EPA contains a very generic procedure for

While the EPA is fully described in the IEC

determining the energy efficiency of an

61800-9 series, there is a need to explain it to

arrangement based on the operating points

other stakeholders who do not typically use IEC

and a time profile. Other stakeholders might

publications.

take benefit of it to derive energy efficiency

The two main drivers are:

determination procedures for the products
under their responsibility.

Non-electrical stakeholders need to be
influences

application

electrical stakeholders.

operating points.

involved

motor-based

cooperation between electrical and non-

much time is spent at the different

•

efficiency

their

The particularity of motor-based applications

This paper gives an overview of the Extended

•

derive

Using much oversized components to

Scope and purpose of this white paper

•

to

non-electrical

processes.

for a long time (e.g. over the weekend),
•

The EPA is very generic and forms an

because
the

their

equipment

overall

efficiency.

Therefore, we need to break the silos
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Composition and scope of the IEC 61800-9

control systems is not in the scope of this white

series of standards

paper, see IEC 61800-9-2.

The title of the IEC 61800 series is Adjustable

speed electrical power drive systems.
The IEC 61800-9 series is composed of two
standards:
IEC 61800-9-1: Ecodesign for power

•

drive systems, motor starters, power
electronics

and

their

driven

applications - General requirements
for setting energy efficiency standards
for power driven equipment using the
extended product approach (EPA) and
semi analytic model (SAM)
IEC 61800-9-2: Ecodesign for power

•

drive systems, motor starters, power
electronics

and

applications

-

their

Energy

driven
efficiency

indicators for power drive systems
and motor starters
IEC 61800-9-1 describes the methodology for
using the power loss information of a motor
system to determine the energy efficiency of
an application.
IEC

61800-9-2

describes

methods

for

determining the power losses of motor
systems (i.e. motors and their associated motor
control

system).

It

is

specific

to

these

components.
This paper essentially describes the principles
of the Extended Product Approach from IEC
61800-9-1, and how it can be reused by nonelectrical stakeholder.
The details on the determination of the energy
efficiency of motors and their associated motor
14

The Extended Product Approach
The concept of Extended Product Approach

Relevant terminology

has been introduced first in the EN 50598

The

series of European standards published in 2014

terminology

for

designating

the

components of a motor application is not

[4][5]. Most of the content has then been

consistent in all available documents.

included in the IEC 61800-9 published in 2017,
with only minor corrections and clarifications

In IEC 61800-9-1 an effort has been made to

[6].

specify a set of terms that represent a
consensus among the stakeholders who wrote

These series of standards represent a first

the IEC 61800-9 series of standards.

attempt at dealing with the energy efficiency of
motor-based applications through a system

Figure 4 shows the main terms used to

approach, to foster good design practice and

designate the different components of a motor

yield tangible overall energy savings.

application. The terms related to motors
operated with variable speed drives (BDM,
CDM, PDS) have been reused from relevant

What is meant by “Extended Product”?

standards.

The idea behind the “Extended Product”

Important new terms have been introduced:

concept is to see beyond the product under

-

your responsibility and also consider other

The Motor Control System is a generic
term to refer to the equipment used for

products or parameters that may influence the

controlling the motor. It may be a

energy efficiency of your product.

Complete Drive Module (CDM), also called

This makes a lot of sense when dealing with the

a Variable Speed Drive (VSD), if variable

energy

speed

efficiency

of

motor

applications,

is

used,

or

a

Motor

Starter

because the operating points of a component

(contactor, softstarter…) if the application

(and therefore its efficiency) may be strongly

is full-speed.

influenced by other components and by the

-

requirements of the application.

The Motor System is the association of the
motor and its Motor Control System. When
the motor is driven by a CDM, the Motor

For example, if the sizing of a fixed-speed

System is called a Power Drive System

pumping application causes the associated

(PDS).

motor to operate below 30% of rated load

-

most of the time, the overall efficiency of the

The Driven Equipment is the transmission
(coupling, gearbox, belt…) between the

motor in this pumping system will be far from

shaft of the motor and the mechanical

optimum.
15

load, and the mechanical load used to do
-

-

What would be the extra energy savings if I

the job (pump, compressor…).

optimize the operation mode of my

The Extended Product is the association of

Extended Product compared to optimizing

the

the individual components (e.g. CDM,

Motor

System

and

the

driven

Equipment connected to a process.

motor, driven equipment)?

Figure 4 – Terminology: Components of a motor application

This involves analyzing the duty profile

Overview

of

the

Extended

of the application, comparing fixed-

Product

and

Approach

minimizing

The Extended Product is an arrangement of
electrical

variable-speed

and

mechanical

unnecessary

control,
stand-by

consumption, …

components

Answering such questions is not easy because

designed to perform a task as required by the

the energy consumption of the Extended

application: circulating fluids, compressing air,

Product depends a lot on its operating points,

lifting goods, …

which in turn depend on the application

Some of the questions that arise from the point

requirements and on the choice of the

of view of maximizing energy savings include:

components.

-

Does my Extended Product consume a

considered.

minimum of energy?

The Extended Product Approach (EPA) is a

Both

aspects

need

to

be

generic methodology to foster the inclusion of
16

application-level considerations (i.e. other

fraction of runtime to be spent at each

components installed, time profile…) when

level is also essential information.

determining

the

energy

efficiency

of

a

The power losses at the required operating

component (see Figure 5).

points have been chosen as the relevant
quantity instead of the efficiencies because
they are the relevant quantity for CO2
emissions
situations

and
like

accommodate
the

stand-by

specific

of

devices

containing electronic components.

Figure 5 – Generic principle of the EPA

In general, the evaluation of the overall energy
Although the Extended Product Approach has

consumption

been developed for motor systems, it is generic

considering the operation mode in its complex

and may be applied to any component within

end application is essential to the optimization

an application.

of the power consumption.

The inputs to the EPA are:

For example, if a variable speed drive controls

-

consequently

contributes

to

while still producing torque, the efficiency is

losses of the component at the operating

zero, but the losses are much lower than at

point(s) at which it is operated as required

rated speed. In standby, however, the variable

by the application.

speed drive produces several watts of losses

Examples of relevant characteristics of the

and should better be switched off completely

application include:

•

significantly

energy saving. When the motor is at standstill

Power losses of components: the power

•

product

still produces less losses than at full speed and

pieces of equipment will operate.

•

extended

drops as the output power drops. However, it

operating points at which the different

•

the

the power flow at reduced speed, its efficiency

Characteristics of the application: all
information allowing to determine the

-

of

It is important to note that the Extended

Mechanical power required to perform

Product Approach in the IEC 61800-9 series of

the task (lifting something, filling up a

standards allows to determine the power

tank in a certain amount of time…).

losses of the Motor System only. The power

Need for varying the speed of the

losses of the mechanical part of the Extended

motor independently of the torque.

Product

Fraction of time spent in stand-by

machine connected to the process) need to be

mode

obtained from other sources (other standard,

If several levels of power or speed are

manufacturer…).

required

by

the

application,

the

17

(i.e.

the

transmission

and

load

However, the principles of the Extended

•

Do I need to control the speed of the

Product Approach is IEC 61800-9-1 are generic

motor or may I let the motor adjust its

and could be used for the mechanical part, if

torque to adjust its output power?

relevant Technical Committees or stakeholders

•

Do I need to manage the starting phase

so wish. In particular, IEC 61800-9-1 describes

specifically, e.g. in case of high-inertia

how to use the power loss data of motor

load?

systems for assessing the energy efficiency of

•

If I need to change/vary the speed

the Extended Product. Power losses from non-

independently of the torque, shall I use

electrical components can be integrated

a Drive Module or a gearbox?

seamlessly in the approach.

•

Will I need auxiliaries (e.g. additional
cooling, high-frequency filters…)?

•

The Extended Product Approach for

What will be the operating point(s) of
the Motor System in the application?

Motor Systems in IEC 61800-9

Based on the above considerations, the

The first step for using the Extended Product

operating points OPk at which the Motor

Approach for Motor Systems from IEC 61800-

System will operate can be determined. These

9-1 is to determine the operating points of the

operating points may be expressed as a

components of the motor system.

percentage of the rated power for starter-

Based on the requirements of the application

based Motor Systems, or as (speed, torque)

(the work to be done), the selection of the

couplets for Power Drive Systems.

different pieces of equipment forming an
Extended Product can be considered:

The second step is to determine what will be

First the load machine:
•
•
•

the power losses of the motor system in the

what do I need to do the mechanical

application. This

work?

specifies.

Which mechanical power? Is the duty

Considering

continuous or intermittent?

System operating points, the IEC 61800-9-2

If so, how many different operating

standard provides methods for determining

points? What fraction of time will be

the power losses at each operating point.

spent at each operating point?

aforementioned

Motor

standards introduce the notion of SemiAnalytical Model (SAM).

What do I need to operate the
mechanical load?

•

what IEC 61800-9-2

In order to do this, the IEC 61800-9 series of

Then the Motor System itself:
•

the

is

Is the motor well suited to the load?

18

Notion of Semi-Analytical Model (SAM)

•

System are taken as 0.1% of the motor

From a generic point of view, a Semi-Analytical

rated power,

Model is a mathematical model using a
combination

of

measurements

The power losses of the Motor Control

•

and

The

efficiency

of

the

motor

is

considered unaffected by the Motor

calculations for determining the power losses

Control System.

of a component or a group of components in
the Extended Product at any given operating

If the Motor System is a Power Drive System,

point in a standardized manner (see Figure 6).

i.e. is based on a Complete Drive Module
allowing variable speed, then:
•

The efficiency of the motor is affected
by the CDM

•

The determination of the PDS power
losses needs to be done according to

Figure 6 – Notion of Semi-Analytical Model (SAM)

the SAM specified in IEC 61800-9-2.
The determination of the PDS power losses is

A Semi-Analytical Model may for example use:
•

Measurements

at

somewhat complex, because the interaction

standardized

between both components is complex, and

reference operating points (in which
case

the

manufacturers

need

should preferably be done by the PDS

to

manufacturer. For a first order approximation,

provide the power losses of their

users of a PDS may calculate its power losses

equipment at these points),
•

by adding the losses of the CDM and the motor

Standardized mathematical models of

at each operating point. The power losses at

equipment,
•

each

Formulas for interpolating the power
losses

between

known

individual

calculated

operating

by

operating

point can

be

interpolation

between

the

standardized operating points.

points…

The Motor System power losses determined
using the IEC 61800-9-2 standard are used to
The IEC 61800-9-2 standard specifies the

derive the overall Energy Efficiency Index for

Semi-Analytical Model of the Motor System.

the

The determination of the Motor System power

considered.

losses depends on the type of Motor Control
System.
If the Motor System is based on a Motor Starter
(contactor, star-delta starter, softstarter), then:

19

Motor

System

in

the

application

Taking time into account: duty profile
When the power losses at the different
operating points have been obtained, the third
step is to turn them into an overall Energy
Efficiency Index for the Motor System.
It is important to characterize the timewise
importance of the operating point, because
the fraction of time spent at each operating
point considering the final application may

Figure 7 – Example of duty profile

have a strong influence on the overall energy
efficiency index.

From the duty profile, we see that the Motor

For example, a fixed speed motor system that

System in this application spends 60% of its run

continuously operates below 30% of its rated

time at 90% of rated load, 25% at 60% of rated

power is certainly not optimally efficient,

load, only 5% at 20% of rated load, at 10% of

whereas operating at a fraction of the rated

time in stand-by mode.

power for a limited fraction of time, because

Duty profile may vary a lot depending on the

the application so requires, is more tolerable.

type of application and type of mechanical

A way of describing the time aspect of the

load. Continuous-duty application will typically

application is to use duty profiles. These

have only one operating point in the duty

profiles are histograms describing which

profile, plus maybe some stand-by, whereas

fraction of time is spent at each operating

complex applications involving variable speed

point, including stand-by mode if relevant.

may require a significant number of operating

In the example in Figure 7, four Motor System

points associated to as many fractions of run

operating

time.

points

have

been

considered

relevant, corresponding to four different duty
modes for the application, including stand-by
mode.

Combining power losses and time

The operating points are listed on the

As the efficiency of a Motor System depends a

horizontal axis and have been sorted in

lot on the operating points at which the

increasing

components operate, it is useful to combine

output

power

demand

for

the load-profile and the power losses to derive

convenience.

an indicator of the overall efficiency of the

The estimated fraction of time spent at each of

Motor System.

these four operating points is plotted on the

The idea is that an operating point at which the

vertical axis, in percentage of the total run time.

Motor system is inefficient can be tolerated if
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the Motor system does not spend much of its
run time there. On the other hand, the
operating points at which the Motor System
spends most of its run time should be as
energy efficient as possible, i.e. have the
smallest possible power losses.
The Extended Product Approach in the IEC
61800-9-1 standard proposes to combine the
duty profile and the power losses at each
operating point into an Energy Efficiency Index
characterizing the energy efficiency of the
Motor System.
An easy Energy Efficiency Index combining
power losses and time is the Weighted
Average Electrical Power Losses, which simply
consist in multiplying the electrical power
Figure 8 – Computation of a Motor System energy
efficiency indicator

losses at each operating point considered
(obtained by application of IEC 61800-9-2) by
the fraction of time spent at this point in the

In this case, the weighted average electrical

application (see Figure 8).

power represents the average power drawn by

This weighted average electrical power is a

the Motor System over a long enough period

measure of the average power lost by the

of time, and the electrical energy consumed by

Motor System over a long enough period of

the Motor System is simply the product of the

time.

weighted average by the run time.

The electrical energy lost by the Motor System
during run time is simply obtained by
multiplying the weighted average electrical

Using the Energy Efficiency Index to

power by the run time in hours.

compare Extended Products

In an alternate equivalent implementation, the

The weighted average electrical power, be it

electrical power losses PLk can be replaced by

based on the power losses or on the power

the electrical power drawn by the Motor

consumption of the Motor system, can be used

System at each operating point.

to characterize the energy efficiency of a Motor
System for a specified application. The lesser
the weighted average electrical power, the
more efficient the Motor System.
21

It is especially interesting to use the energy

A great strength of the Extended Product

efficiency index to compare several Extended

Approach is that it allows comparing Extended

Products representing several implementation

Product configurations in terms of energy

options of an application.

efficiency, in order to select the most efficient
solution, based on real value analysis, rather

Suppose for example that two Extended

than the traditionally used preconceptions or

Products are considered for implementing a

design habits.

pumping application:
•

An Extended Product EP1 composed of
a fixed-speed motor and a throttling

CDM and PDS energy efficiency classes

valve,
•

The IEC 61800-9-2 also specifies classification

An Extended Product EP2 composed of
a

Power

Drive

System

schemes for CDM and PDS:

without

The IE energy efficiency class of a CDM

•

throttling device.

is done by comparison to a Reference

Considering the duty profile of the application,

CDM

the weighted average electrical power losses

whose

power

losses

are

tabulated

can be computed for each Extended Product

The IES energy efficiency class of a

•

EP1 and EP2.

Power

Drive

Systems

(Motor

+

The Extended Product that yields the smaller

Complete Drive Module) is based on

weighted average electrical power losses is

the comparison with a Reference

more efficient and shall be preferred from the

Power Drive System whose power

point of view of energy efficiency.

losses are tabulated in the standard.

Typically, if the pumping application spends

The IEC 61800-9-2 standard also specifies tests

most of its time near 100% flow, the Extended

for verifying the IE class of a CDM or the IES

Product EP1 based on fixed speed is more

class of a PDS.

efficient.
On the other hand, if the application requires
the flow to be reduced to 50% most of the time,

Who should use the IEC 61800-9 series?

then Extended product EP2 based on variable

The stakeholders of the Extended Product

speed is more efficient. Two cascaded system

Approach (IEC 61800-9-1) and the motor

or a bypass for the variable speed drive could

losses determination procedures (IEC 61800-

also

9-2) are:

be

considered

as

further

possible

Extended Products.
This example is presented at a greater level of
detail in IEC 61800-9-1 Annex C.

•

Regulatory authorities

•

Non-electrical

standardization

technical committees or other relevant
professional organizations
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•

Component

manufacturers

(motor,

efficiency data to quantify the energy efficiency

CDM, PDS)

of their original equipment.

•

Application designers

•

Original Equipment Manufacturers

Non-electrical

technical

committees

professional

organizations

applications

(e.g.

dealing

pumping,

Regulatory authorities can use the Extended
Product Approach and all necessary support
and

data to assess whether a given application is

with

efficient enough or not. This is a way to see

conveying,

beyond

the

individual

efficiencies

of

compression, lifting…) can use the general

components and focus on the practical overall

guidelines of the Extended Product Approach

energy efficiency of Motor Systems within their

in IEC 61800-9-1 to derive their own approach

applications.

for determining the energy efficiency of the

This is expected to encourage more conscious

products in their scope. This will be detailed in

choices regarding the design and selection of

the next section.

energy-efficient motor-based applications.

Manufacturers of motors, Complete Drive
Modules or Power Drive Systems can use the
IEC 61800-9 series to quantify the energy

Conclusion

efficiency performance of their component.

A considerable benefit of the Extended

They can use the measurement / calculation

Product Approach in the IEC 61800-9 series of

principles from IEC 61800-9-2 to determine

standards is that it allows to determine the

their IE or IES class and provide this information

overall energy efficiency of a Motor System on

to their customers.

a fair basis, considering:

Manufacturers are also expected to provide

•

the power losses of their components (CDM,

(typically the different duties),

PDS) at the standardized reference operating

•

points mentioned in IEC 61800-9-2, for use by

designers

can

use

The characteristics of the components
forming the Extended Product.

other stakeholders, e.g. application designers.
Application

The requirements of the application

Alternate Extended Product configurations can

the

be characterized and compared in terms of

standardized data provided by manufacturers

Motor System energy efficiency, based on a

of electrical and non-electrical equipment to

systematic approach.

derive Energy Efficiency Indices for the Motor

This is a first step towards addressing the

Systems implemented in the applications

complex topic of the energy efficiency of

under design, or for the whole application

motor applications.

under design.

If the use of the Extended Product Approach

Similarly, Original Equipment Manufacturers

gets generalized, it is expected to create a

can use standardized component energy

virtuous circle that will lead to more efficient
23

motor-based applications and real energy
savings. Not primarily thanks to using more
efficient components, but essentially thanks to
using the right components operating at
efficient operating points in each application.

As mentioned in the next section, the Extended
Product Approach for Motor Systems in the IEC
61800-9 series should be completed by
equivalent approaches for characterizing the
energy

efficiency

of

non-electrical

parts,

typically the transmission and the mechanical
load connected to the process.
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Extending the Extended Product
Approach
A good merit of the Extended Product
Approach for Motor Systems in the IEC 61800-

Reusing the Extended Product Approach

9 series is that is can easily be adapted to non-

These principles can be reused by other non-

electrical components.

electrical

The key ideas behind the Extended Product

energy efficiency of their equipment.

See beyond the component under your

The adjustments of the Extended Product

responsibility, as it is part of a system.

Approach that can be considered to tailor it to

Consider the whole application and how

the non-electrical world may include:

the different components influence the

•

overall energy efficiency.
-

standardized

procedures

•

for

operate most of the time in the application
where

they

are

efficient.
-

ventilation

Specifying Semi-Analytical Models for

at any given operating point.

Select components so that they will
points

or

determine its power losses or efficiency

components at any operating point.

operating

pumping

for

the driven equipment in order to

energy efficiency-related quantity) for the

at

terminology:

pressure rather than speed and torque.

determining the power losses (or any other

-

the

applications may want to use flow and

data of the components as input.
Provide

Adapting
example,

Optimize the energy consumption of a
whole application by using the power loss

-

or

consistent procedures for determining the

sense:

-

committees

professional organizations to derive their own

Approach for Motor Systems are just common

-

standardization

Select the appropriate Motor Control
System: use variable speed if it contributes
to energy saving, do not use it if it does
not.
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Figure 9 – Principle of combining different Extended Product Approaches

These Semi-Analytical Models could be

to derive application-level energy efficiency

based on power losses or efficiency at

indicators.

standardized

reference

operating

Significant

points as in IEC 61800-9-2, or other

•

savings

can

only

be

obtained by adopting a system approach.

relevant data.
•

energy

Component approaches focusing on the

Providing reference duty profiles for

efficiency of individual component regardless

typical service conditions.

of how they are used in the applications are

Specifying how the Energy Efficiency

less efficient at producing real savings overall.

Index for their applications should be
determined and how it should be
presented to the stakeholders.
An example of such adaptation is the Extended
Product Approach for pumps developed by
EUROPUMP [7]. Reference duty profiles and
Semi-Analytical Models have been proposed

Figure 10 - Example of reference flow-time profile for
variable flow systems, from EUROPUMP [7]

(see Figure 10 for an example) for dealing with

The

mechanical load. Coupled with the EPA for

improvement

resulting

from

using

efficient component can be ruined by not

Motor Systems in IEC 61800-9, it can be used

using the component at operating points
where they are efficient in the application. This
26

is

true

for

electrical

and

non-electrical

Towards

components of an application.

use

outputs of these different EPAs can be
combined into an overall, application-level

way by combining these methods (see Figure

Energy Efficiency Index.

9).
is

a

Products

parts of a motor-based application, the

energy efficiency of applications in a realistic

benefit

Extended

9 series of standards), i.e. for non-electrical

should become easier to quantify the overall

expected

consistent

Systems (which are covered by the IEC 61800-

compatible

system-level energy efficiency approaches, it

The

energy

Approaches (EPA) are available beyond Motor

If the stakeholders of the different parts of a
application

application-level

efficiency index
Assuming

motor-based

an

For example, if all the Extended Product

significant

Approaches for the different component

improvement of the energy efficiency of

forming a motor-based application produce

motor-based applications for the benefit of the

power losses as outputs, those can be directly

community.

summed up. The resulting total application
power losses is a good possible Energy

Figure 11 – Prospective application-level Extended Product Approach
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Efficiency Index (EEI) for the whole application

Although

consistent

Extended

Product

performed by the equipment considered.

Approaches are not available today for all
components, the simplicity of this concept

This concept of generalized Extended Product

shows the interest of working together,

Approach to assess the overall, application-

electricians and non-electrician stakeholders,

level energy efficiency is shown in Figure 11.

towards

a

unified

approach

of

energy

efficiency.

Conclusions and recommendations
Determining

the

energy

efficiency

of

a

point of view of energy efficiency to follow the

complete motor-based application is a very

following guidelines.

complex task. The operating point of a

-

component can be strongly influenced by the

The requirements of the application should
be

other components, to the point that the overall

considered

as

an

important

dimensioning input: the mechanical power

energy efficiency can, in some cases, be

required, the different duties, the duty

significantly degraded.

profile, etc.

It is therefore essential to adopt a system

-

Based

on

the

requirements

of

the

approach (focusing on the overall energy

application, the sizing of the different

efficiency),

pieces of equipment forming the Extended

and

not

only

a

component

approach (focusing on using nominally more

Product

efficient components).

oversizing of some equipment be avoided.
-

The writing of the EN 50598 series, followed by

should

be

such

that

major

The overall efficiency of the application
should be assessed using the Extended

the writing of IEC 61800-9, were good

Product Approach in IEC 61800-9 (for

occasions to start addressing this complex

motor

issue more thoroughly, in a way that will allow

systems),

and

equivalent

procedures for the non-electrical part of

overall energy savings.

the installation. This allows to compare

Based on this work, several recommendations

possible architectures (e.g. fixed speed,

can be given.

variable speed, cascading) to select the
most energy-efficient solution.
-

Design more efficient Motor Systems

Variable-speed drives should be used in
cases where they bring overall energy

When designing or selecting a Motor Systems

savings.

for a given application, it is important from the
28

Considering these issues will allow significant

determination procedures for all parts of the

energy

application that we can really foster the design

savings.

components

On

top,

(motors,

using

efficient

transmission,

load

of energy-efficient applications and get the big

machine…) could give additional small savings

energy savings.

and are the cherry on the cake.

Encourage cross-discipline cooperation
The Extended Product Approach deals with the
energy efficiency of the Motor System only.
When assessing the energy efficiency of a
whole

motor-based

application,

other

procedures are required to determine the
energy efficiency (or power losses) of other
components,

especially

the

mechanical

transmission, and the load machine and
process.
Such procedures are available for some types
of loads. As an example, the ANSI/AMCA
Standard 208-18 [8] allows to determine an
energy Index for fans. It is essentially a systemlevel approach because the Motor System is
considered. It recognizes that the operating
points are fundamental in the energy efficiency
equation and provides the equivalent of a
Semi-Analytical Model.
However, although it follows principles similar
to the principles underlying the Extended
Product Approach in IEC 61800-9, it is not
entirely consistent with it.
Cooperation between electrical and nonelectrical

technical

committees

and

stakeholders should be encouraged.
It is only when we are able to easily
“connect”

the

energy

efficiency
29
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